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Chapter 1. Basic population and 
quantitaive genetics 

Ferenc Szabó 

Mendelian genetics means the rules of gene transmission, population genetics is about how genes behave in 

populations, and quantitative genetics deals with the rules of transmission of complex traits, those with both a 

genetic and an environmental basis. 

1. Basic Mendelian genetics 

1.1. Mendel's view of inheritance: Single locus 

Genes are discreate particles, with each parent passing one copy to its offspring. In diploids, each parent carries 

two alleles for each gene (one from each parent). The genotype can be homozyous dominant (YY), homozigous 

recessive (gg), and heterozygous (Yg). The phenotype denotes the trait value we observed, while the genotype 

denotes the (unobserved) genetic state. 

1.2. Gene effects 

Dominance 

An interaction between genes at a single locus such that in heterozygotes one allele has more effect than the 

other. The allele with the greater effect is dominant over its recessive counterpart. Overdominance is expresion 

of the heterozygote over homozygote. 

Pleitropy 

The phenomenon of a single gene affecting more then one trait. 

Epistasis 

An interaction among genes at different loci such that the expression of genes at one locus depends on the 

alleles present at one more other loci. 

Linkage 

The occurance of two or more loci of interest on the same chromosome. 

2. Basic population andquantitative genetics 

More generally, when we sample a population we are not looking at a single pedigree, but rather a complex 

collections of pedigrees. What are the rules of transmission (for the population) in this case? What happens to 

the frequencies of alleles from one generation to the next? What about the frequency of genotypes? The 

machinery of popoulation genetics provides these answers, extending the Mendelian rules of transmission 

within a pedigree to rules for the behavior of genes in a population. 

2.1. Allele and genotyape frequencies 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is a state of constant gene and genotypic frequencies occuring in a population in 

the absence of forces that charge those frequencies. 

The frequency of an allele is p, the frequency of other allelel is q, than 

p+ q =1 

from which 
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p= 1 - q, q = 1 - p. 

The frequency of allele Ai is just frequency of AiAi homozigotes plus half the frequency of all heterozygotes 

involving Ai: 

pi= freq(Ai) = freq(Ai Ai) + 1/2Σfreq(Ai Aj) 

The 1/2 appears since only half of the alleles in heterozygotes are Ai. 

The first part of Hardy-Weinberg theorem allows us (assuming random mating) to predict genotypic frequencies 

from allele frequencies. The second part of Hardy-Weinberg theorem is that allele frequencies remain 

unchanged from one generation to next, provided: (1) infinite population size (i.e. no genetic drift), (2) no 

mutation, (3) no selection, (4) no migration. 

2.2. Gamete frequencies 

Random mating is the same as gametes combining at random. For example, the probability of an AABB 

offspring is the chance that an AB gamete from the father and an AB from the mother combine. Under random 

mating, 

freq(AABB) = freq(AB/father) x freq(AB/mother) 

For heterozygotes, there may be more than one combination of gametes that gives raise to same genotype, 

freq(AaBB) = freq(AB/father) x freq(aB/mother) + freq(aB/father) x freq(AB/mother) 

If we are working with a single locus, then the gamete frequency is just the allele frequency, and under Hardy-

Weinberg conditions, these do not change over the generations. However, when the gametes we consider 

involve two (or more) loci, recombination can cause gamete frequencies to change over time, even under Hardy-

Weinber condition. 

2.3. Contribution of a locus to the phenotypic value of a trait 

The basic model for quantitative genetics is that the phenotypic value (P) of a trait is the sum of genetic value 

(G) plus an environmental value (E), 

P= G + E 

The genetic value (G) represents the average phenotypic value for that particular genotype if we were able to 

replicate it over the distribution (or universe) of environmental values that the population is expressed to 

experience. While it is often assumed that the genetic and environmental values are uncorrelated, this not be the 

case. For example, a genetically higher-yield dairy cow may also be fed more, creating a positive correlation 

between G and E, and in this case the basic model becomes 

P= G + E + Cov(G,E) 

2.4. Fisher's decomposition of the genetic value 

Fisher developed the analysis of variance (ANOVA). He had two fundamental insights. First, that parents do not 

pass on their entire genotypic value to their offspring, but rather pass along one of the two possible alleles at 

each locus. Hence, only part of G is passed on and thus we decompose G into component that can be passed 

along and those that cannot. Fisher's second great insight was that phenotypic correlations among known 

relatives can be used to estimate the variances of the components of G. 

Fisher suggested that genotypic value (Gij) associated with an individual carrying a (QiQj) genotype can be 

written in terms of the average effects (α) for each allele and dominace deviation (δ) giving the deviation of the 

actual value for this genotype from the value predicted by the average contribution of each of single alleles, 

Gij = μG + αi + αj +δij 

The predicted value is 
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Ĝij = μG + αi + αj amiből Gij - Ĝij = δij: 

Here μG is simply the average genotypic value 

μG = Σ Gij x (QiQj )gyakorisága. 

Since we assumed the environmental values have mean zero, μG = μP. 

2.5. Average effects and breeding value 

The αi value is the average effect of allele Q1 . Note that α and δ are function of allelel frequencies and that these 

change as the allele frequencies change. Breeders are concerned with the breeding values (BV) of individuals, 

which are related to average effects. The BV assiciated with genotype (Gij) is just 

BV (Gij) = αi + αj 

Likewise, for n loci underlining the trait, the BV is just 

BV (Gij) = Σ(αi
(k) + αk

(k) 

The average value of the offsping thus becomes 

μO = μG = (αx + αy)/2 =BV(sire)/2 

Thus one (simple) estimate of the sire's BV is just twice the deviation from its offspring and overall population 

mean 

BV(sire) =2(μO - μG) 

Similarly, the expected breeding value of the offspring given the breeding value of both parents just their 

average, 

μO - μG = BV(sire)/2 + BV(dam)/2 

2.6. Genetic variances 

The genetic value is expressed as 

Gij = μg + αi + αj +δij 

The term μg +( αj + αj) corresponds to the regression estimate of G, while δ corresponds to a residual. 

Assuming linkage equilibrium, we can sum over loci, 

σ2(G) = Σσ2(αi
k + αj

k) + Σσ2(δij
k) 

This is usually written more compactly as 

σ2
G = σ2

A + σ2
D 

where: 

σ2
G total genetic variance, 

σ2
A additive genetic variance represents the variance in breeding values in the population, 

σ2
D dominance genetic variance. 

Bibliography 

Bourdon M. R.Understanding animal breeding, Prentice Hall, Inc, 1997. 
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Chapter 2. Resemblance between 
relatives 

Ferenc Szabó 

The resemblance between relatives is important source of information for prediction breeding values of 

individuals. 

The heritability of a trait, a central concept in quantitative genetics, is the proportion of variation among 

individuals in a population that is due to variation in additive genetic (i.e. breeding) value of individuals. 

h2=VA / VP 

where: 

VA = Variance of breedigng values (additive) 

VP = Phenotypic variance 

Since an individual's phenotype can be directly scored, the phenotypic variance (Vp) can be estimated from 

measurements made directly on the random breeding population. In contrast, an individual's breeding value 

cannot be observed directly, but rather must be inferred from mean value of its offspring (or more generally 

using the phenotypic values of other known relatives). 

Thus estimates of VA require known collections relatives. The most common situations (which we focus on 

here) are comparisons between parentes and their offspring or comparisons among sibs. 

We can classify relatives as 

• ancestral (parent, grandparent and offspring), 

• collateral (full sibs, half sibs). 

In ancestral relationships we measure phenotypes of one or both parents and k offspring of each. In collateral 

relationships we measure k offspring in each family, but not the parents. 

The amount of phenotypic resemblance among relatives for the trait provides an indication of the amount of 

genetic variation for the trait. Further, if trait variation has significant genetic basis, the closer the relatives, the 

more similar their apperiance. 

1. Phenotypic resemblance between relatives 

Statistically resemblance appears by regression, covariance and correlation. 

1.1. Parent-offspring regression 

Ther are three types of this regression 

• Sire (Pf) - offspring (k) regression 

• Dam (Pm) - offspring (k) regression 

• parental mean (Pf + Pm)/2) - offspring (k) regression. 

1.2. Collateral relationships 

With collateral relatives, the above formule for sample covariance is not appropriate, for two reasons. First, 

there are usually more than two collateral relatives per family. Second, even if families consist of only two 
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relatives, the order of the two is arbitrary. Another way of stating the second point is that collateral relatives 

belong to the same class or category. In contrast, parents and offspring belong to different calasses. The 

covariance between parents and offfspring is an interclass (between-class) covariance, while the covariance 

between collateral relatives is an intraclass (within-class) covariance. 

Under the simplest ANOVA framework, we can consider the total variance of a trait to consist of two 

components: a between-group (also colled among-group) component (for example, differences in the mean 

value of different families) and a within group component (the variation in trait value within each family). The 

total variance (T) variance is the sum of the between (B) and within (W) group variances . 

Var (T) = Var(B) + Var(W) 

The key feature of ANOVA is that the betwen-group variance equals the within-group covariance (Var(B) = 

Cov(W). Thus, the larger the covariance between members of a family, the larger the fraction of total variation 

that attributed to differences between family means. 

1.3. Causes of phenotypic covariance among relatives 

Relatives resemble each other for quantitive traits more than they do unrelated members of the population for 

two potential reasons: 

• relatives share genes (the closer the relationship, the higher the proportion of shared genes), 

• relatives may share similar environment 

2. The genetic covariance between relatives 

The genetic covariance (Cov(Gx,Gy) = covariance of the genotypic values (Gx,Gy)of individuals x and y. Genetic 

covariance arise because two related individuals are more likely to share alleles than are two unrelated 

individuals. Sharing alleles means having alleles that are identical by descent (IBD): namely that both copies of 

an allele can be traced back to a single copy in a recent common ancestor. Alleles can also be identical in state 

but not identical by descent. 

2.1. Offspring and one parent covariance 

What is the covariance of genotypic values an offspring (GO) and its parent (GP)? Denoting the two parental 

alleles at a given locus by A1A2, since a parent and its offspring share exactly one allele. One allale (A1) came 

from the parent, while the other offspring allele (A2) came from the other parent. To consider the genetic 

contribution from a parent to its offspring, write the genotypic value of the parent GP = A + D. We can further 

decompose this by considering the contribution from each parental allele to the overall breeding value, with A = 

α1 + α2, and we can write the the genotypic value of the parent as GP= α1 + α2 + δ12, where δ12 denotes the 

dominace deviation an A1A2. 

2.2. Half-sibs covariance 

In case of halb-sibs, one parent is shared, the other is drown at random from the population. The genetic 

covariance between half-sibs is the covariance of the genetic values between o1 and o2 progeny. To compute 

this, consider a single locus. First note that o1 and o2 share either one allele IBD from the father or no alleles 

IBD, and no maternal allele IBD. The probability that o1 and o2 both receive the same allele from the male is 

one-half, 50%. In this case, the two offspring have one allele IBD, and the contribution to the genetic covariance 

when this occurs is Cov(α1,α1) =Var(A)2. When o1 and o2 share no alleles IBD, they have no genetic covariance.. 

2.3. Full-sibs covariance 

In case of full-sibs both parents are in common. As illustrated previously, three cases are possible when 

considering pairs of full sibs: they can share either 0, 1, or 2 alleles IBD. Applying the same approach as for half 

sibs, if we can compute: 1) the probability of each case, and 2) the contribution the genetic variance for each 

case. 
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Each full sib receives one parental and one maternal allele. The probability that each sib receives the same 

paternal allalel is 50% , which is also the probability each receives the same maternal allele. The results: 

Cov(Go1,Go1) =Var(A)/2 + Var(D)/2 

3. Environmental causes of relationship between 
relatives 

Shared environmental effects (such as common maternal effect) also contribute to the covariance between 

relatives, and care must be taken to distinguish these environmental covariances. 

If members of a family are reared together they share common environmental value, (Ec). If the common 

environmental circumstance are different for each family, the variance due to common environmental effects 

(VEc), causes greater similarity among members of a family, and greater differences among families, than would 

be expected from the proportion of genes they share. 

Just as we decomposed the total genotypic value into common components, some shared, others not transmitted 

between relatives, we can do the same for environmental effects. In particular, the total environmental effect (E) 

is the sum of common environmental effect (Ec), general environmental effect (Eg) and specific environmental 

effect (Es) , that is E = Ec + Eg + Es. Partitioning the environmental variance as 

VE= VEc + VEg + VEs 

4. Compex relationships in pedigree 

Much of the analysis in animal breeding occurs with pedigree data, where relationships can be increasingly 

complex (i.e, inbred relative). 

Suppose that single alleles are drown randomly from individuals x and y. The probability that these two alleles 

are identical by descent (IBD) is called coefficient of coancestry (Θx,y). The probability that two genes at a 

locus in individual z offspring is inbreeding coefficient (fz). 

Thus, an individual's inbreeding coefficient is equivalent to its parents' coefficient of coancestry, 

fz = Θxy. 

The above results for the contribution when relatives share one or two alleles IBD suggests the general 

expression for covariance between non inbred relatives. The genetic correlation (rxy) involves the probability 

that relatives share one and the probability they share two alleles. 

Cov (Gx,Gy) = rxyVA + uxyVD, 

rxy= 2Θxy , uxy = Δxy 

Bibliography 

Bourdon M. R.Understanding animal breeding, Prentice Hall, Inc, 1997. 
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Chapter 3. Inbreeding 

Ferenc Szabó 

Inbreeding is mating of relatives. Inbreeding often results in a change in the mean of a trait compared with its 

value in a random-mating population. Its importance is that inbreeding is generally harmful and reduces fitness. 

In partucular, inbreeding often causes a reduction of the mean value for quantitative traits associated with 

reproduction ad viability. 

Inbreeding is intentionally practiced to: 

• create genetic uniformity of laboratory stocks 

• produce stocks for crossing 

Inbreeding is unintentionally generated: 

• by keeping small populations (Genetic drift is a special case of inbreeding. The smoller the population, the 

quicker inbreeding accumulates.) 

• during selection (which has the effect of reducing the population size to the no-selection case). 

1. Inbreeding coefficient (F, or f) 

Inbreeding coefficient (F, or f, according to Wright) is the probability that two alleles at a locus in an individual 

are identical by descent (IBD, Topic 2). In an individual inbred to amount F, a randomly-choosen locus has both 

alleles IBD with probability F and hence is a homozygote. 

The range of F or f value is 0-1, or 0-100% 

 

Compute inbreeding coefficient for a given individual, as follows: 

Fx= Σ[(1/2)n+n’+1(1+FA)] 

where 

Fx = inbreeding coefficient of x individual 

n és n’ = number of generations up to the common ancestor (father and/or mother) 

FA = inbreeding coefficient of ancestor (father and/or mother) 
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2. Change of gene frequency under inbreeding 

To compute the genotypic probabilities under inbreeding, suppose we can chose a locus at random. Denote that 

frequency of allele A1 by p, and freq A2 by q. With probability F the two alleles at our target locus are IBD, and 

hence this locus is always homozygote, freq A1A1 = p, and freq A2A2 = q. From this q = 1- p. If the alleles are 

not IBD, then the genotypic frequencies follows Hardy-Weinberg low. Thus, the expected genotypic frequency 

under inbreeding becomes: 

 

If the genotypes A1A1, A1A2, A2A2 have values a, d, -a, then under inbreeding becomes 

µF = a(p2+ Fpq) + d(1-F)2pq – a(q2+ Fqq) 

= a(2p -1) + 2(1-F)pqd 

In random mating population (F = 0) 

µF = a(2p -1) + 2pqd 

Under inbreeding 

µF= µ0.- 2Fpqd 

More generally, if there are k loci, the mean is 

µF = µ0 - 2F∑p1q1d1 = µ0- BF 

where B = 2∑p1q1d1 p, is the reduction in the mean under complete inbreeding (F = 1). 

Hence 

• there will be change of mean value under inbreeding only if d≠ 0, dominance is present 

• for a single locus, if d > 0, inbreeding will decrease the mean value of a trait, 

• if d < 0, inbreeding will increase the mean 

• with multiple loci, a decrease in the mean under inbreeding in the dominance effect tending to be positive. 

• The magnitude of the change on inbreeding depends on gene frequency, and is greatest when p + q = 0,5. 

3. Inbreeding depression coefficient (B) 

The coefficient B tells us the measure of depression. It comes from 

µF= µ0.-BF 

where 

µ = the mean of population under random mating 

µF = the mean of the population under inbreeding 

F inbreeding coefficient 

B = inbreeding depression coefficient 

When epistasis don't occurs, the depression is linear, while in case of epistasis the depression is nonlinear. 
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Why do traits associated with fitness show inbreeding depression? Two competing hypotheses have been 

proposed: 

• Overdominance hypothesis: Genetic variance for fitness is caused by loci at which heterozygotes are more fit 

than both homozygotes. Inbreeding decreases the frequency of heterozygotes, increases the frequency of 

homozygotes, so fitness is reduced. Since some inbred lines have means for fitness traits equal to the base 

population, this explanation cannot be generally true. 

• Dominance hypothesis: Genetic variance for fitness is caused by rare deleterious alleles that are recessive or 

partly recessive. Such alleles persits in populations because of recurrent mutation. Most copies of deleterious 

alleles in the base population are in heterozygotes. Inbreeding increasees the frequency of homozygotes for 

deleterious alleles, so fitness is reduced. 

4. The effective population size (Ne) 

The effective populatoion size (Ne) is related to the inbreeding depression. The larger is the effective population 

size, the slower the effects of drift. One standard way for maximizing Ne is to ensure that all individuals make 

an equal contribution of offspring to the next generation. Maximal Ne occurs when each male and female in the 

population leaves exactly the same number of offspring. Alas, in many breeding situations there is a very 

skewed sex ratio, often due to constraints of reproductive biology (a bull can leave effectively an infinite 

number of offspring, while a cow typically has only one a year.) 

Gowe et al. suggest that when the sex ratio of contributing parents is r females to each male, than every male 

should contribute one son or r daughters, while every female should leave one daughter and also with 

probability 1/r contribute son. 

More general, the effective population size is that population is sustainable and able for reproduction. 

Ne = 4(Nm x Nf)/(Nm + Nf) 

where 

Ne = effective population size 

Nm = number of sires 

Nf = number of dams 

4.1. Change of variance under inbreeding 

Inbreeding causes a re-distribution of genetic variance within and between lines. 

 

Inbreeding increases genetic variance between lines and decrease genetic variance within lines. When 

dominance, the expressions are not simple functions of the base population genetic variances, but rather depend 

on gene frequencies. When non additive variance is present, the additive variance can actually increase with F. 

The heritability within any inbred line (assuming only additive variance) is 

h2
t = (1-Ft) σ2

A/(1-Ft)σ2
A + σ2

E) = h2
0 (1-Ft)/(1- h2

0Ft) 

where 

h2
t = heritability in inbred population (line) 

h2
0 = heritability in base population 

Ft = inbreeding coefficient of populatuion (line) 
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σ2
A = additive genetic variance 

σ2
E = environmental variance 
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Chapter 4. Crossbreeding and 
heterosis 

Ferenc Szabó 

Crossbreeding is the mating of animals from different lines, populations, breeds or species. 

1. The aim of crossbreeding 

There are two distinct reasons to consider crosses betveen population. 

First, breeders cross populations in an attempt to combine the best features of each line (population), spescies. 

The second reason to consider crossbreeding is heterosis (hybrid vigor), wherein the F1 is superior in some 

traits to either parent. Heterosis can occcur between a cross of two lines that otherwise seem nearly identical. In 

such cases, the purpose of creating hybrids is not to combine advantageous traits, but rather to uncover favorable 

genes that are masked by either dominace and/or epistasis. Heterosis present in an F1 is usually reduced (often 

considerably) in an F2 mirroring the decrease in heterozygosity from F1 to F2. 

Heterosis effect is opposite of inbreeding, recovering from inbreeding depression. 

To see how heterosis is inbreeding depression in reverse, imagine a large number of inbred lines derived from 

an outbred base population in which F= 0. The mean in each line declines with inbreeding, and the mean of all 

inbred lines is 

µF= µ0.-BF. 

If all these lines are crossed at random, F=0, and the mean of the crossbreds (µ0), the mean of the outbred 

population. 

Heterosis can also arise in crosses betweeen outbred (randomly mating) lines. 

2. Type of crosses 

The number of different possible crosses one can make is limited in animal breeding. 

The most common is a single cross (often denoted SC), the F1 between in two breeds or lines. The proportion of 

two crosbbred partner genes in this case is 50-50%. 

With a collection of lines in hand, one approach is simply to make all n(n-1)/2 single crosses among n lines. 

This is the diallel design. 

A strategy for selecting parental lines is suggested from the analysis of a full diallel, where one can estimate the 

general combining ability (GCA) of each line and the specific combining ability (SCA) for each cross. 

The question is how to obtain the GCAs for series of lines without making all the controlled crosses for full 

diallel. Two of the most common approaches are the topcross design, in which a particular line (the testor) 

serves as common male parent and GCAs of female are estimated. The other approach is a polycross design 

wherein females are allowed to be randomly fertilized. 

Animal breeders often work with more compex hybrids than single crosses. Triple or tree-way cross, 3W) 

involve an F1 -crossed to a third breed or line. A x (B x C). The gene ratio in the final genaration: 50% A, 25% 

B, 25% C. Four-way cross (4W), or double cross (DC) are the crosses of different F1's: (AB x CD = (A x B) 

x (C x D), so note that the hybrid is the result of equal contributions line, 25-25-25-25%. 

Modified cross involve two closely related (A relative to A*) populations. This can be single (A x A*), triple 

(A x A*) x B, double (A x A*) x (B x C) or multiple cross. 
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3. Heterosis: Change in the mean under 
crossbreeding 

Consider the cross between two particular parental strains (P1 and P2). Heterosis depends on the difference in 

gene frequency between the lines, and the amont of heterosis changes from F1 to F2. 

Heterosis in F1 

HF1 = µF1 - (µP1 + µP2)/2 

where 

HF1 = heterósis in F1 

µF1= performance F1 

µP1 és µP2 = mean performance of parents 

Heterosis in F2 

HF2 = µF2- (µP1 + µP2)/2 = HF1/2, 

So that in the F2 only half the advantage of the F1 hybrid is preserved. Since (presumably) random mating also 

occurs in the subsequent generation, the heterosis in future generations is the same as the F2. 

Heterosis can be individual and maternal. Individual heterosis is the superiority of crossbred progeny in gain, 

feed conversion etc, while maternal heterosis occurs in the better reproduction and maternal ability of 

crossbred dam. 

 

In three way (or multiple) cross the maternal heterosis occurs in the F2 can be combined with individual 

heterosis. 
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Chapter 5. Heritability (h2) and 
repeatability (R) 

Ferenc Szabó 

1. Heritability (h2) 

Heretability determines the degree of resemblance between parents and offspring, which in turn determines the 

response to selection. In particular, the slope of midparent-offspring regressions just h2= VG /VP. The total 

phenotypic variance (VP) is the sum of genetic variance (VG) and environmental variance (VE). Thus, the 

heritability is the proportion of genetic variance within phenotypic variance. The genetic variance in narrow 

sense is additive genetic variance (VG=VA). In wider sense the genetic variance can be separated into dominance 

(VD) and epistasis (VI). So the total genetic variance is 

VG = VA + VD + VI 

and thet total phenotypic variance 

VP = VG + VK = VA + VD + VI + VK 

The range of heritability is from 0 to 1, or from 0 to 100%. 

1.1. Heritabilities are function of a population 

As heritability is a function of both the genetic and environmental variance, it is strictly a property of a 

population. Different populations, even if closely related, can have very different heritabilities. Since heritability 

is a meaure of the standing genetic variation a zero heritability does not mean that a trait is not genetically 

determined. For example, an inbred line may show consist features that are clearly the result of genetic 

differences relative to other lines. However, since there is no variation within this hypothetical inbred 

population, h2 is zero. 

The h2 decreases as the phenotypic variance (σ2
P) increases. Hence, if one can reduce environmental variance 

one increases the heritability. Thus, a heritability measured in a laboratory population may be rather different 

from the same population measured in a natural setting due to a wider range of environments. This is not a 

serious problem for breeders, provided tha genotype-environmentinteaction is small. As the universe of 

environment change, when significant G x E is present, this can change the genotypic values, and hence any 

appropriate genetic variance. 

As mentioned h2 is the proportion of total variance attributable to differences in breeding values. Furher, h2 is 

the slope of regression predicting breeding value given an individual's phenotypic value, as 

A = σ(P, A)/σ2
P(P - μP) + e = h2(P - μP) + e 

where 

A = Breeding Value 

P = Phenotypic value 

σ2
P.= Phenotypic variance 

μP= Phenotypic regression 

e = Error 

This follows from the definition of a regression slope and the fact that the regression must pass through the 

mean of both A and P, respectively. The variance of error is 
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σ2
e= (1- h2) σ2

A 

The larger the heritability, the higher the distribution of true breeeding values around the value h2(P - μP) 

predicted by an individuals' phenotype. 

1.2. Estimating heritability 

The estimation of heritability is based on resemblence between relatives. 

The possibilities for estimation can be base on 

• results of selection, 

• regression between relatives, 

• correlation between relatives, 

• variance between and within relative groups. 

1.2.1. Estimation by results of selection 

The heritability is 

h2 = SE/SD 

where 

SR = selection response 

SD = selection differential 

1.2.2. Estimation by using regression 

y = a +b x 

where 

y = progeny performance, 

x = parental performance 

b = regression 

a = constant 

When performances of both parents are kown then x is the mean of sire's and dam's performance 

h2 = b 

When performance of only one parets is known then 

h2 = 2b 

1.2.3. Estimation by correlation 

Correlation of full-sibs, half-sibs can be used. Also square of correlation between genetic value (breeding value) 

and phenotipic value is heritability. 

1.2.4. Esitmation by ANOVA 

When have to compute genetic and pehotypic variance for computing h2. 
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As it was discussed in previous parts, VP = VG + VE. Heritability is the ratio genetic (VG) and pehotypic (VP) 

variance 

h2 = VG /(VG +VE) 

Performances of paternal half-sib groups are very often used for estimation. In this case the phenotypic variance 

between, or among progeny groups is considered as genetic variance (VG, or σ2
g), while the phenotypic variance 

within progeny groups is considered as environmental variance (VE, or σ2
E). 

The sum of these gives phenotypic variance (VP = VG + VE, vagy σ2
P = σ2

G + σ2
E). 

then 

h2 = 4VG/VP = 4VG/(VG + VK,) 

vagy 

h2 = 4σ2
g/σ2

p = 4σ2
g/σ2

g + σ2
k 

2. Heritability values (h2) of some traits (M.B. Willis, 
1991) 
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3. Repeatability (R) 

Repeatability (R) is a measure of strength of the relationship between reeated records (repeated phenotypic 

values) for a trait in a population.. 

Repeatability can be estimated for any trait in which individuals commonly have more than one performance 

record. 

Examples of repeated tarits include milk yield in dairy animals, racing and show performance in horses, litter 

size in swine, and fleece weight in sheep. When repeatability is high, we can say that a single record of 

performance on an animal is, on average, a good indicator of that animal's producing ability. When repeatability 

is low, a single phenotypic value tells us very little about producing ability. 

Repeatability is the correlation between reapated record for a trait in a population. 

R = rP1P2 

Repeatability can also be thought of as a ratio of variances. It is the ratio of variance of producing ability to the 

variance of phenotypic value 

R = σ2
PA/ σ2

P 

The range of repeatability is from 0 to 1, or from 0 to 100% 
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Chapter 6. Relationship between 
traits 

Ferenc Szabó 

The realtionship between traits is measured by correlation (r). Correlation means that genetic change in one or 

more traits resulting from selection for another. With another words, correlation is a common change of 

different traits. 

Correlation in general between traits x and y: 

 

where 

Sxy = covariance between x and y 

Sy = variance of y 

Sx = variance of x 

The range of correlation coefficient is from -1 to +1 

1. Genetic correlation (rg) 

Genetic correlation is a measure of the strength (consistency, reliability) of the relationship between breeding 

values (gentic values) for one trait and breeding values for another trait. A genetic correlation measures the 

relative importance of pleitropic effects (and, temoprarily anyway, linkage effects) on two traits. 

2. Phenotypic correlation (rp) 

Phenotypic correlation is a measure of the strength (consistency, reliability) of the relationship between 

performance in one trait and performance in another trait. 

Genetic correlation are often confused with phenotypic correlation. The two correlations are not the seme. Note, 

that genetic correlation is a relationship betwen genetic values, while the phenotypic correlation between 

phenotypic values. 

The genetic and the phenotypic correlation between the two traits are often similar, but not always. A typical 

estimate of the genetic correlation between birth weight and yearling weight in beef cattle is 0.7, but typical 

estimate of phenotypic correlation is 0.35. Heavier calves at birth tend to be heavier at a year of age, but the 

phenotypic corrrelation between these traits is not as strong as the genetic relationship. What causes these 

differences? The answer is the environmental correlation. 

3. Environmental correlation (re) 

Environmental correlation is a measure of the strength (consistency, reliability) of the relationship between 

environmental effects on one trait and environmental effects on another trait. 

The environmental correlation between birth weight and yearling weight in beef cattle is approximately 0.1. 

This suggest that the relationship between prenatal and postnatal environments is positive, but only slightly so. 

The environment experienced by a calf before it is born has little to do with environment it will experience from 

birt to a year opf age. 
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The phenotypic correlation is simply the net results of underlying genetic and environmental reletionships. 

Generally the phenotypic correlation is always intermediate to the genetic and environmental correlation, but 

rarely the simple average of the two. 
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Chapter 7. Maternal effects 

Ferenc Szabó 

Maternal effects are the source of resemblance between mothers and offspring. That is the effect of genes in the 

dam of an individual that influence the performance of the individual through the environment provided by the 

dam. 

The maternal effect consits of genomic and environmental components. 

So, maternal effect can be 

• gentic effect and 

• environmental effect 

Maternal genetic effect is what the mother influences on her offspring trough her genes. 

The maternal genetic effect consists of two different sources: 

• Effect of nuclear DNA. This effect is same as paternanal genetic effect, as half of the nuclear genes of 

offspring originated from mother and half from father. This inheritance follows Mendelian seggregation. This 

kind of inherited maternal effect can be the milking ablity, mothering ability etc. 

• Effect of cytoplasmatic DNA. This effect also called extranuclear or mitochondrial inheritance. The effect of 

cytoplasmatic DNA doesn't follow the Mendelian inheritance, it is trasmitted only along maternal lines. 

The maternal environmental effect is non inherited effect. This is a permanent effect on offspring influenced 

by environment given by dam. For example maternal envinronmental effect can be the environmental part of her 

milk production which is influenced by her nutrition and has effect on weaning weigh of the offspring. This kind 

of effect can be mastitis, maternal injuries, damaged teats etc. 

While all traits have maternal genetic effect, only some traits have maternal environmental effect. 

The calassic example of a trait with both maternal components is weaning weight. An animal's weaning weight 

is a function of its inherent ability for rate of growth and the milk production and mothering ability of its dam. 

Inherent growth rate is determined by the animal's genes. It comprises the direct component of weaning weight. 

Milk production and mothering ability of the dam are determined by her genes (as well as by environment). The 

dam's genes for these traits do not effect the offspring's growth rate directly, but they do affect the environment 

experienced by the offspring. Milk production and mothering ability comprise the maternal component of 

weaning weight. 

An expressive example for maternal effect is the weaning weight of F1 progeny from Fleckvieh and Hereford 

reciprocal crossing, as follows (Szabó, 1990) 

 

The two F1 progeny groups were similar genetically, however those had Fleckvieh mother had better weaning 

weight, than those had Hereford mother due to better milk production of Fleckvieh cows. 

Other traits having important maternal components include dystocia and survivability. The direct component of 

dystocia is related to size and shape of the fetus. The maternal component is associated with the dam's pelvic 

size and conformation. The direct component of survivability is a function of those genes in young animals that 

effect physical soundness, immune response, and survival instinct. The maternal component relates to the dam's 

ability to nourish and protect its young. 
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When we do breeding value estimation for these kind of traits it is important to build maternal effect into the 

model. For example: 

yijkmn = (HY)i + Sj + Dk + Mn + ejkmn 

where 

yijkmn= phenotypic performance 

Hi= herd effect 

Yi= year effect 

Sj= sex effect 

Dk= direct genetic effect 

Mn= maternal genetic effect 

ejkmn= random effect 

In dairy population MPPA (MPPA = Most Probable Producing Ability) can be used, which involves breeding 

value and maternal effect. 

For beef population TVM (TVM = Total Maternal Value, or BVtm = Breeding Value total maternal) involves both 

direct and maternal components. 

The model for estimation 

BVwwtm = BVwwm + 1/2BVwwd 

where 

BVwwtm = total maternal value for weaning weight 

BVwwm= maternal genetic effect of dam 

BVwwd = direct genetic effect of dam 

ww = weaning weight 

m = maternal environmental effect 

d = direct genetic effect 

The model in case of breeding value estimation is 

EBVwwtm = EBVwwm + 1/2EBVwwd 

or 

EPDwwtm = EPDwwm + 1/2EPDwwd 

where 

EBVwwtm = Estimated Breeding Value for weaning weight 

EPDwwtm = Expected Progeny Difference 

From this 

MPPAww = EBVwwtm + Ewwm = EBVwwm + 1/2EBVwwd + Ewwp 

where 
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Ewwp = maternal environmental effect on weaning weight 
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Chapter 8. Genotype-environment 
interaction (G x E) 

Ferenc Szabó 

1. Importance and feature of G x E interaction 

Interaction is the effect of any one component depends on other components present in the system. There are 

different interactions. From a breeding standpoint, the most revealing interactions are those that involve the 

genotype of the animals. 

Genotype and environmet interaction is a dependent relationship between genotypes and environments in which 

the difference in performance between two (or more) genotypes changes from environment to environment. 

For many species genotype by environment interaction plays critical role in determining the most appropriate 

biological type for a given environment. 

A classic example of the interaction between genotype and physical environment involves animals that are 

genetically adapted to temperate location versus animals that are geneticallly adapted to tropical areas. 

"Genetically adapted" to a location means that animals have envolved in that location over many generations 

and, as a result, carry the genes that allow them to survive and thrive there. 

Type of interactions and the models are depicted graphically, as follows, where Yi is the phenotypic 

performance. 

Figure 1. shows the general model. As it can be seen in the figure, both breed A (genotype 1) and B (genotype 

2") had better results in cold condition than in hot, but the scale and rank of them remained. 

Another situation is seen in Figure 2. The trend and the rank is similar to the previous one, but the scale of 

performance of breed B shows bigger difference in different environments, than breed A. It means that breed B 

is more environmentally sensitive than breed A. 

Figure 3. shows that the rank of two breeds has chaged in different envirionments, but the owerall scale 

remained. This situation shows that there is no universal best genotype, breed A fits better to hot condition, 

while breed B to cold condition. 

Figure 4. shows the situation where both scale and rank has changed between different environments. 

2. Estimation of genotype and environmet interaction 

Interaction can be estimated by simple analysis of variance (ANOVA). The model includes genotype (G), 

environment (E), interaction (G x E) and error. 

For interactiun experiments different sets-up, and different models can be used: 

1. Genotypes fixed effect, environment random effect 

• Breed x Herd, Year, Season etc. interaction 

• Which of breeds fits better to the given environment? 

2. Genotype random effect, environment fixed effect 

• How about the genetic variance in adaptation? 

• Are we able to produce broiler lines in USA to South America? 

3. Genotype fixed effect, environment fixed effects 
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• Different breeds (genotypes) are compared in different environments 

• Change of the rank of the genotypes shows the interaction 

• We can choose the appropriate breed for a given environment 

4. Genotype random effect, environment random effect 

• The rank of the genotypes in an environment probaly not true in another environment 

• We have to take a special care when choose a breed or genotype 

Also, change of rank of genotypes in different environments, and correlation between perfomances obtained 

in different environments is a good indicator of G x E. The lower the genetic correlation of a trait between two 

(or more) environments is, the stronger the genotype and environment interaction is. 
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Chapter 9. Breeding value estimation 

Árpád Bokor 

The aim of animal breeding is to genetically improve populations. Selection should therefore not focus on the 

genetic merit of the current individuals, but on expected merit of the next generation of animals. 

There are many factors that affect response to selection, i.e. intensity of selection (i), accuracy of selection (r), 

genetic standard deviation (sg), and generation interval (L). Accuracy of selection is defined as the correlation 

between the criterions on which selection is based (I) and the objective of selection. For the moment, we will 

consider the breeding value of a single trait to be the selection objective but this could be extended to more 

complicated economic selection objectives. 

If there is a selection on the individual’s own phenotype, the accuracy of selection is equal to the correlation 

between phenotype and breeding value, which is equal to the square root of heritability (h2). In practical animal 

breeding, selection is often not solely on own phenotype but on estimates of breeding values (EBV) that are 

derived from records on the animal itself as well as its relatives using Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) 

for an animal model (Lynch and Walsh, 1998). An important property of EBV derived from an animal model is 

that all records that are available on the individual and its relatives are optimally used, while simultaneously 

adjusting for systematic environmental effects (e.g. herdyear-season), such that the accuracy of the EBV is 

maximized. 

Stochastic simulation models of breeding programs can directly incorporate genetic evaluations based on animal 

models because the data that provide the input for such models are individually simulated. This is not possible 

for deterministic models. Thus, when developing deterministic models for genetic improvement, other methods 

to model selection and accuracy of EBV from BLUP animal models must be used. In addition to allowing 

deterministic modelling of selection on EBV, these methods are also required to develop a basic understanding 

of factors that affect accuracy of selection, which are important for the design of breeding programs, including 

the contribution that different types of records make to accuracy of EBV. 

EBV can estimated in different ways, based on the information on the phenotype and relatives: 

• EBV from own records – simple regression 

• EBV from records on a single type of relatives – simple regression 

• EBV from multiple sources of information – multiple regression – selection index theory 

• EBV from BLUP animal models 

As noted above, the common theme through these methods is the use of linear regression for the prediction of 

EBV from phenotypic records. Before going into these developments, we will first describe some general 

properties of EBV. All methods for prediction of breeding values are based on the principles of linear 

regression: regression of breeding values on phenotypic records. As a result, properties of linear regression can 

be used to derive general properties of EBV. One important property of EBV is unbiased. This means that the 

expected magnitude of the true breeding value of an animal is equal to its estimated breeding value. 

Selection Index and Animal Model BLUP 

An assumption in the use of selection indexes to estimate breeding values is either that there are no fixed effects 

in the data used, or that fixed effects are known without error. This may be true in some situations. An example 

are some forms of selection in egg-laying poultry where all birds are hatched in one or two very large groups 

and reared and recorded together in single locations. But in most cases, fixed effects are important and not 

known without error. For example, with pigs, different litters are born at different times of the year, often in 

several different locations. In progeny testing schemes in dairy cattle, cows are born continuously, begin 

milking at different times of year and in a very large number of different herds. For this reason (and others) 

genetic evaluation in practice is often based on methods of Best Linear Unbiased Prediction, BLUP, which is a 

linear mixed model methodology which simultaneously estimates random genetic effects while accounting for 

fixed effects in the data in an optimum way. Relationships among animals can be included in the model. A sire 

model would account for relationships through the sire, i.e. half-sibships. A sire and dam model accounts for 
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relationships through both the sire and the dam, i.e. full and half-sibships. An animal model accounts for all 

relationships among all animals in the data set. A description of the theory and application of BLUP, and animal 

model BLUP in particular, can be found in Schmidt (1988), Mrode (1996), and Lynch and Walsh (1998). 

When relationships are included in a BLUP procedure, the method is equivalent to a selection index with the 

additional ability to efficiently estimate and correct the data for fixed effects. In the absence of fixed effects, 

BLUP with relationships is identical to a selection index. For example, a BLUP sire and dam model without 

records on the sire and dam would be the same as a selection index based on individual, full sib and half-sib 

records. An animal model BLUP would be equivalent to a selection index based on all related individuals, 

including ancestors, with records. These equivalences are important for the design of breeding programs, 

because it means that in many situations, many aspects of selection programs with BLUP evaluation can be 

effectively studied with simulations based on equivalent selection indexes. There are two approaches to 

modeling Animal model BLUP EBV using selection index: 

• Develop a selection index based only on those relatives providing the greatest amount of information, rather 

than all possible relatives as in the animal model. For example, when records on parents, full and half sibs, 

and progeny are accounted for, information on more distant relatives may only provide a trivial increase in 

accuracy of selection. 

• Develop a selection index that includes parental EBV as sources of information, along with records on the 

individual itself, collateral relatives, and progeny, if available. In such an index, the parental EBV account for 

all ancestral information. 
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Chapter 10. Selection 

Péter Polgár J. 

The effectiveness of the selection can be basically measured by the rate of the genetic progress, which is 

affected by the following factors: 

• heritability (h2) of the chosen trait(s) 

• rate of the additive genetic variance 

• intensity of the selection i.e. the rate of the selective pressure 

• precision of the breeding value estimation. 

Traits with high heritability: the phenotypic advantage of the selected offspring will have mostly genetic 

background; the realized genetic progress is significant. Traits with low heritability: the rate of genotypic 

variance in phenotypic variance is smaller; therefore the genetic advantage of the selected offspring will be 

small as well. 

The high heritability of a given trait will allow the application of early phenotypic selection. In case of traits 

with low heritability the more expensive methods of family selection must be applied. Progeny testing improves 

greatly the effectiveness of the breeding value estimation, but in case of species with long generation interval 

the annual genetic progress will be significantly lower. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of selection are not the same. The realizable selection differential is mainly 

affected by the high rate of additive genetic variance. 

F. ex.: The volume of milk production varies between 1500 and 6000 kg in Hungarian Simmental populations 

which means 400% difference, while milk fat varies between 3.4 and 4.2%, which is only 20% difference. 

For a reliable selection, it is fundamental to have the breeding value estimation as precise as possible. 

The effectiveness of selection is mainly based on the precision and comprehensiveness of data collection. On the 

other hand, from the point of view of genetic progress it is important to focus on a small number of 

economically important traits in the selection. 

The cumulative effectiveness of simultaneous selection on multiple (n) traits will proportionately decrease ( 

1/√n) compared to the single trait selection. 

Individual (phenotypic) selection is especially important from the point of view of the additive genetic effect. If 

the heritability of a given trait is h2, the repeatability is W, its reliability (GZ) is equal to its heritability (h2). 

According to LE Roy, the reliability (GZ) in this case can be interpreted between 0 and 1 as the following: : 

Extremely reliable GZ ≥ 0,8 

Reliable GZ = 0,5 - 0,8 

Uncertain GZ = 0,2 – 0,5 

Insufficient GZ ≤ 0,2. 

Family selection means that information from parents, full and half siblings and collateral relatives have higher 

reliability than the individual production. The most effective selection based on phenotype is progeny testing, 

which estimates the parent’s genotype from the quality of the offspring. 

According to Rice: Ancestry will indicate approximately the breeding value of a given animal, its phenotype will 

show it virtually, and progeny testing will tell it in reality. 
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Influence of the environment is often important. It is more reliable to build the decisions of the selection on 

individuals tested in standard environment. Under different environmental conditions we have to include the 

effects of the differences in our evaluating process. Under a medium environmental influence the reliability 

(GZ) of performance will be 0.5, while under strong environmental influence it will only be 0.2. If we use 10 

unselected offspring these values will be 0.57 and 0.35, rep., and in case of 40 offspring they will be 0.84 and 

0.68, resp. 

We can expect the increase of reliability due to the application of more and more sophisticated statistical 

methods as well as the exploration of the connections of the traits which provide the basis of selection. Direct 

selection aims at the given trait, while indirect selection will affect traits indirectly, thorough the correlations 

between these and a given, selected trait 

Application of databases as wide as possible, processing the kinship matrices, the use of high capacity 

computers provided a considerable process in this field. 

Selection based on known genotypes provides the most effective selection (marker assisted selection, MAS). It 

is based on the application of markers identifying important quantitative, production traits (quantitative trait 

loci, QTL). 

• MAS (Marker Assisted Selektion) 

• QTL (Quantitative Trait Loci) 

Combining more selection methods will further increase reliability. Application of modern biotechnological 

methods allows us to apply the genetic pre-selection of the offspring of sires with known genotype (genome 

selection). 

Specifically developed genetic assays can test thousands of genes within the DNA sample of an individual, 

allowing the breeder to know the exact genotype from the point of view of several important traits. As a 

consequence, the population of young sire animals can be significantly smaller, and the rather expensive 

progeny testing can be done only on this selected subpopulation. Field tests justified the efficiency of this 

approach in European Holstein-Friesian and Simmenthal cattle populations as results were reproducible with 

higher than 0.7 reliability level. 
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Chapter 11. Methods of selection 

Szabolcs Bene 

Selection as we know it nowadays has been changed and shaped over time. Initially, individuals were chosen on 

the basis of their physical appearance as it was generally assumed that better body shape will consequently 

result in better function and production. 

However, as soon as it was realized that the relationship between external shape and production is not always 

strong, the focus of selection moved from external traits to the individual production. This approach had its own 

limitations, too, as the production of the offspring of high production sires often did not reach even an average 

level, due to genetic regression. This led to another to another approach, the selection based on progeny testing. 

This gradual development and the growing background knowledge can explain the relatively large number of 

selection methods available. 

Different approaches to selection can be classified according to the following points of view: 

1. Sources of information, 

2. Aim, direction of selection, 

3. Correlation between traits, 

4. Number of traits. 

1. Sources of information 

Based on the sources of information used in the selection process, we can distinguish the following approaches: 

• Individual selection or mass selection or phenotypic selection, where the basis of decision is the production 

of the individual animal. It can be applied only if the given traits are measurable at the individual level. Its 

reliability depends on the heritability of the given trait and whether the trait is assessed only once or 

repeatedly. 

• Selection based on the production of the progenitors is a form of sib selection. Its effectiveness depends on 

the number of individuals providing information, their genetic distance and the heritability of the trait in 

question. Since there are only a few traits where we can use this approach effectively, this method is rather 

considered as a way of pre-selection. 

• Selection based on the collateral relatives is another form of sib selection. In this case the source of 

information is the production of the full or half sibs. Its main advantage that it can be used on traits which are 

expressed only in one sex as well as on those which can be measured only after slaughtering. Again, 

effectiveness depends on the number of individuals providing information, their genetic distance and the 

heritability of the trait in question. 

• Progeny testing is the most effective method of selection as sires are chosen according to their estimated 

breeding value, therefore it can be applied on traits with low heritability, traits expressed in one sex only, etc. 

Its main drawbacks are slowness and expensiveness. 

• Combined selection uses several different sources of information. 

• Family selection is mainly used in poultry breeding. In this case the source of information is not an 

individual, but rather the average production of its family. In poultry breeding family means a group of full 

siblings or half siblings (sharing father). It is useful when individual production is not measurable or only at 

great expenses, if the trait has low heritability and in species with high number of offspring (multiparous 

species). 

2. Aim, direction of selection 
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Based on its aim, selection may be unidirectional, bidirectional and multidirectional. Unidirectional selection 

can be classified as positive, negative or stabilizing selection. In case of quantitative traits, results show a 

continuous distribution. Most individuals have production around average, but some individuals will be far 

above (plus variants) or far below (minus variants) average. 

If the aim is to increase the average level of a given trait (for ex., milk protein kg), obviously individuals with 

production above average (plus variants) will be chosen as sires. This is positive selection. 

If the aim is to decrease the average level of a given trait (for ex. back fat cm) minus variants are chosen. This is 

negative selection. 

In some traits homogeneity is needed, i.e. production above or below are average is not desirable. In these cases 

individuals with production close to average are chosen as sires. This is stabilizing selection. 

Bidirectional selection means that individuals with positive and negative extreme values are selected. Positive 

and negative subpopulations are bred further as separate populations without mixing, resulting id two different 

varieties within the breed. 

Multidirectional selection aims at the improvement of several traits simultaneously. 

3. Correlation between traits 

Most traits are more or less related to each other (due to linkage or pleiotropy), therefore weaker or stronger, 

positive or negative correlations are always found between them. As a consequence, direct selection on a given 

trait will affect all the related other traits, too, therefore indirect selection is done simultaneously. The 

effectiveness of indirect selection is expressed by the regression. Its effect on two given traits (A and B) depends 

on the heritability of the traits, the nature of the correlation between them, the intensity of selection and the 

phenotypic variation of trait B. If these parameters are low, the effect of indirect selection will be low as well. 

Automatic and counterselection also indicate the correlation between traits. Automatic selection means a simple 

selection on one trait, but the related traits will change positively, without any human intervention. 

Counterselection means that the selection of individuals which are excellent from the point of view of one given 

trait will result in the decrease of other related traits, so consequently selection leads to the opposite result than 

expected. 

4. Number of traits 

In real life selection seldom aims at the improvement of one trait only. Usually the goal is to improve more traits 

simultaneously, but more traits will result in more problem, like determining the economic importance of the 

traits, identifying favorable or unfavorable genetic correlations, or choosing sires which match more selection 

criteria simultaneously. Tandem and simultaneous selection are the two most often used approaches. 

Tandem selection means that selection criteria are changed after one or a few generations For example, first we 

focus on the quantity of milk, then in the next generation on the milk fat percentage, then on milk quantity 

again, etc. This is the so-called rotating selection, a version of tandem selection. Its main drawback that the level 

of the trait which is not in the focus of the selection will decrease. 

Conventional tandem selection means that selection focuses on one trait until a desired level is reached (several 

generations), then another trait will be in focus. 

In order to avoid decrease in production levels, simultaneous selection is used widely. It has two main 

approaches: 

• Selection based on independent selection limits, 

• Selection based on dependent selection limits using selection indexes. 

Selection based on independent selection limits. Every selection criterion has its own selection minimum. 

Those individuals which are below the minimum of a trait will be excluded from breeding even if they are above 

the minimum of other traits. Genetic value of every individual entering the breeding program should be assessed 
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for every criterion. Criteria have their independent threshold values. Animals not reaching threshold values of 

all criteria will be excluded from the breeding program. 

Threshold values can be rates or percentages, too, which correspond to either the rate of individuals chosen for 

breeding or the rate of those which were excluded. If we consider the ratio of the number of needed sires and 

candidates constant (p) then the following equation can be established for the simultaneous selection: 

P1, P2...Pn = P = constans 

As a consequence, the selection minimum of one criterion cannot be increased without decreasing the minimum 

of another criterion. This approach has some problem especially when using more than two criteria and in the 

case of species with long generation interval, uniparous species, and especially females, due to the following 

reasons: 

• In case of uniparous females with long generation interval it is necessary to keep a high rate of animals to 

enter the breeding program (p%), which affects the selection differential (explained later) and the selection 

minimum. The higher the P% is, the smaller the selection differential and minimum are. 

• This method does not allow compensation between traits. Consequently the number of individuals which are 

above the thresholds of every trait will decrease. 

This approach works when females are chosen to produce male sires for the next generation or for selecting 

male sires in general. 

Its use with reasonable disqualifying threshold levels is justified in the selection of top sires. In this case the 

most important issue is the intensity of selection, i.e. the possible reduction of the number of needed sires. The 

importance of “correlation breakers” should be emphasized – in case of such individuals, the level of 

disqualification can be higher without decreasing the number of selected animals. 

Selection based on dependent selection limits. This approach is called index selection as in this case selection 

is carried out on the basis of a value expressing several different traits (called selection index) and not on 

different selection minima for every single trait. 

When traits are dealt together, applying compensation becomes possible, i.e. an individual can compensate for 

his/her average traits with traits which are high above average. The general equation of selection indexes is the 

following: 

i = X1g1h2
1rg1rf1 + X2g2h2

2rg2rf2 + ... Xngnh2
nrgnrfn = Xigih2

irgirfi 

where 

i = selection index, 

x = individual phenotypic value of trait x, 

g = relative economic value of the trait, 

h2 = heritability of the trait, 

rg = genotypic correlation between the trait and other traits, 

rf = phenotypic correlation between the trait and other traits. 

The main drawback of the method is the difficulty of making proper economic weighting. Relative economic 

value must be established in a given population at a given time, and it changes over time even within 

populations. 

Heritability (h2) and the relative economic value are strongly correlated, since in some cases it is more profitable 

to emphasize a trait which is less important economically but has higher heritability than a trait with higher 

economical importance but lower heritability. 

The construction of selection indexes may be different among species. 
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Chapter 12. Effects of selection 

Szabolcs Bene 

The crucial question during selection (breeding selection) is its effect on population changes from generation to 

generation, that is to say, how effective the selection, what the selection progress is. Breeding selection is only 

successful if the genetic structure of the population changes into the desired direction as much as we expected. 

Selection results appear in different generations can be expressed by the terms of genetic progress or selection 

progress, in abbreviation “SP”. 

Concerning the population of candidate animals for breeding (“n” generation) the mean phenotypic value is 

symbolised with “P”, the mean additive genetic value of them is “A”. The mean phenotypic value of the 

selected breeding animals is “Ps” and their mean additive genetic value is “As”. The offspring generation 

(“n+1”) has an additive genetic value (symbol “A’”) which is equal to “As”, meanwhile their mean phenotypic 

value is “P’”. 

Selection progress for one trait can be defined in three ways: 

1. The genetic progress appears from one generation to the other is equal to the difference between the mean 

additive genetic value of generations “n+1” and “n”, shown in formula: SP = A’ – A 

2. The genetic progress appears from one generation to the other is equal to the difference between the mean 

additive genetic value of the selected population and the base population: SP = As - A = A' - A 

3. Finally, accepting that environmental impacts are the same from one generation to the other, the genetic 

progress in each generation is equal to the difference between the mean phenotypic value of two successive 

generations: SP = P' - P = As - A = A '- A 

The phenotypic advantage of the offspring generation compared to the base population is derived from their 

additive genetic difference. Thus, the selection progress can be written as follows: P' - P = SP = As - A = h2 (Ps - 

P) 

1. The annual selection progress 

The length of time that separates two successive generations depends on the selected species, variety, and 

selection methods. Therefore selection progress can not indicate the effect of selection entirely well. Indicating 

selection effects more precisely, a period of time should be observed. Most commonly used period in selection 

is one year. The annual (yearly) selection progress (symbol: SPann) is counted by correlating generation interval 

(symbol: GI) and genetic progress. 

Generation interval can be defined as the shortest period between two following generations, that is to say the 

age of grandparents at the time of birth of their grandchildren. Average generation intervals for different species: 

• cattle varieties 4-5,5 years 

• horse varieties 6-10 years 

• swine varieties 2,5 years 

• sheep varieties 2-4,5 years 

• chicken varieties 1,5 years 

2. Factors influencing the effects of selection 

The following factors influencing the effects of selection must be considered: 

• variance of traits (significantly influenced by the breeding method) 
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• heritability of traits (in connection with the optional selection method) 

• intensity of selection (considering replacement rate) 

• reliability of estimated breeding value 

Measuring the effects of selection would be the most accurate if the breeding selection was based on genotype. 

However genotype can not be determined precisely, so the measured phenotypic values should be used. 

The phenotypic values of individuals in the population are around the average. If the phenotypic values are 

represented, it will be clear that the volume of phenotypic variance influences the distribution. 

With the same average, the larger is the phenotypic variance of the population, the greater is the difference 

between extreme values, that is to say the greater is the difference in production of the extra and minus variants 

of individuals. 

Thus environmental and genetic variance interactions together generate the phenotypic variance, the 

effectiveness of selection depends upon the additive genetic variance component. It is important to take into 

account the breeding method, because the genetic variability of a population can be significantly reduced with 

certain processes, such as inbreeding. 

During selection the aim is to pick out breeding animals, those with the highest genetic value. Reaching that 

target there are several selection processes to chose. The base of choosing selection method should be the 

heritability (h2) of the trait we wish to improve. Let us take as an example the correlation between individual 

selection and genetic progress in the case of a weakly and moderately inheritable traits. 

The individuals with the highest p% value and with a “Ps” mean performance are picked out of a population 

with a mean performance of “P”. The difference between the mean performance of the base population and the 

selected individuals (Ps – P) is the phenotypic advantage of the selected animals, the so-called selection 

difference (symbol: SD) 

The value of selection difference can be high 

• if the minimum level of selection is high 

• if the size of selected (replacement) population (p%) is small. 

In that case the phenotypic advantage and the additive genetic advantage are equals: As - A = h2 (Ps - P) 

That phenotypic advantage, which equals to the difference between the additive genetic value of the selected 

population and the base population (As – A), is probably passed to the offspring population. Thus the mean 

phenotypic performance of the offspring population (P') can be improved compared to the base population if the 

environmental factors are the same for all of them. 

Clearly inheritable traits 

In the case of high heritability value most of the phenotypic advantage of selected animals has a genetic origin, 

so the genetic progress is potentially higher as well. In that situation an intensive phenotypic (individual) 

selection can be effective. High heritability means low environmental impact, so the opportunity for mistakes is 

little in phenotypic selection. 

Weakly inheritable traits 

In the case of low heritability value only small amount of the phenotypic advantage of selected animals has a 

genetic origin. The advantage of phenotypically selected animals is very small, even with a very intensive 

selection, so the genetic progress is also very small. Moreover in the case of weakly inheritable traits phenotypic 

selection is incorrect, not reliable. The chance of error is large, because the genetic value of breeding animals 

can be over- or under estimated. 

Moderately inheritable traits 

If the trait's heritability is moderate, any of the above mentioned statements for phenotypic selection can be true. 
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Now it is clear, that there is an interrelation between the effectiveness of phenotypic selection and the 

heritability. We can see which cases are those where, for the sake of effective selection process, more methods 

should be used at the same time (e.g., individual selection and combined selection for progeny performance 

together). 

The strictness of selection, the ratio of animals left for further breeding (symbol:p%) is also very important for 

effective selection. The strictness of selection can also be described by the intensity of selection (symbol: i) The 

greater is the proportion of excluded candidate animals, the stricter or the more intense is the selection. 

The achievable selection difference depends on the selection intensity (i) and the phenotypic variation (sp), 

shown in formula: SD = i x sp 

So the selection difference is equal to the phenotypic variation multipled by selection intensity. 

The intensity of selection (which is usually also called as the selection pressure) is influenced by several factors, 

such as sex, propagation method and interspecific characteristics. 

Sex 

Number of males necessary for mating is always lower than number of females. Consequently the intensity of 

selection concerning males can be higher than females, so less males can be left for further breeding. 

Propagation method 

Insemination, especially if frozen semen is used, can significantly decrease the number of necessary breeding 

males, and increase the intensity of selection. 

Interspecific characteristics 

The intensity of selection is basically influenced by the following factors: 

• size of the replacement ratio, which is in connection with the lifetime of breeding animals 

• reproductive rate, which is characterized by an annual farrowing, calving number and frequency 

• prolificacy, which is characterized by litter size 

The reliability of selection shows the accuracy of estimation of additive genetic value, so the accuracy of 

selection. Reliability (or confidence value) is equal to the additive genetic value (A) and its estimated value 

(Aest) multiplied by the square of the correlation coefficient. 

Formula: CD = R2 (A x Aest). 

3. Calculating the effects of selection 

In the following examples we represent the calculation process of the effects of selection. We wish to make the 

understanding easier concerning the terms and correlations of selection. The aim is to improve the weaning 

weight at the age of 205 by selection. That trait can be measured in both sexes. Average bodyweight is 240 kg in 

the female population, and 260 kg in the male population at that age. Heritability of the trait is 0,4. 

1st version. 25% of the female population is excluded from further breeding, while only 30% of male population 

remains in breeding. Phenotypic variance (sp) is ±20kg in both populations 

2nd version. 45% of the female population is excluded from further breeding, while only 30% of male population 

remains in breeding. Phenotypic variance (sp) is ±20kg in both populations 

3rd version. 45% of the female population is excluded from further breeding, while only 5% of male population 

remains in breeding. Phenotypic variance (sp) is ±60kg in both populations 

Question: How much is the yearly selection progress and the minimum level of selection? 
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In this calculation the starting points are the ratio of animals left for further breeding (symbol:p%), which 

determines the intensity of selection (i) and the minimum level of selection (SM); and the phenotypic variance 

(sp), which affects the available selection difference (SD). 

Formula for counting selection difference: SD = i x sp 

If the trait can be measured in both sexes, SD must be counted for each sex (SD fm Sdm), than an average selection 

difference (SDav)must be created out of them, and will be used four further counting. 

Conclusions: The ratio of animals left for further breeding is inversely proportional with the selection difference 

if the phenotypic variance is the same (1st and 2nd version, sp = ±20 kg). So smaller ratio of animals for further 

breeding (p%=55% és 5%) induces larger selection difference (2nd version). 

The larger is the phenotypic variance of the population, the higher is the available selection difference if the 

ratio of animals left for further breeding is the same (2nd and 3rd version). So the larger is sp = 60 kg (3rd version), 

the higher is SD. 

Selection progress (SP) depends on selection difference (SD) and heritability (h2), formula: SE = SDavg x .h2 

Conclusions: The selection progress available concerning a particular trait is basically determined by the 

selection difference, which is depending on intensity and phenotypic variance. 

The annual selection progress (SPann) is, considering generation interval (GI): SPann = SP / GI 

The minimum level of selection is determined by the average of the base population, the ratio of animals for 

further breeding and the phenotypic variance. For the calculation of the minimum level of selection a new value, 

the k-factor should be defined. The k-factor shows the distance between the ordinate (the minimum of 

selection) and the average of the base population and it is expressed in the units of phenotypic variance. Its 

value can be “+” or “–“ depending on the ratio of animals for further breeding (more than 50% is “–“ or less 

than 50% is “+”). 

The minimum level of selection (SM) formula: SM = P + k x sp 

Conclusion: If the average and the phenotypic variation is permanent the minimum level of selection is higher 

provided that the ratio of animals for further selection is lower. The higher is the minimum selection level, 

which should be at least performed by the breeding candidates, the more strict and intensive is the selection 

(comparing the 2nd and 3rd variation and female and male populations) 

If p% is more than 50% of the population the minimum level of selection is lower than in the case when p% is 

lower than 50% provided that phenotypic variance is permanent (comparing 2nd variation female and male 

populations) 

In the case of permanent phenotypic variation the minimum level of selection is lower if p% is more than 50% 

(comparing the female populations in 2nd and 3rd variation) 

If p% is less than 50% and permanent, then in the case of larger phenotypic variance the minimum selection 

level is also higher, so selection is more intensive (comparing male populations in the 2nd and 3rd variation) 

4. Exercises 

4.1. 1st exercise 

On a pig farm those gilts remain in breeding, whose daily gain is 80 grams higher than the average value of the 

population. How much will be the yearly (annual) genetic progress if the generation interval is 2,5 years, and h2 

= 0,4? 

The difference (80g) of average performance of the selected stock compared to the base population is equal to 

the selection difference. The genetic or selection progress (SP) can be counted by multiplying the SD and h2. 

This should be divided by the generation interval (GI = 2,5 years in pigs) to get the annual genetic progress. 

4.2. 2nd exercise 
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How much will be the annual selection progress if the variance of the number of lambs per 100 ewes is ±25, 

intensity of selection is 0,8 and h2 = 0,2? 

If selection difference is unknown during counting selection progress, than selection progress can be counted by 

multiplying the intensity and the selection variation: 

SP = i x sp 

Annual selection progress should be counted by dividing by the generation interval (GI = 4 in sheep). 

4.3. 3rd exercise 

In a pig herd the h2 = O,3 for feed conversion. The average feed conversion is 3,1 kg forage / 1 kg weight gain. 

Those hogs are selected for breeding, whose feed conversion is 2,8 kg forage / 1 kg weight gain. 

Question: What kind of feed conversion can be expected in the first offspring generation (second generation)? 

First of all selection difference must be counted for each sex, and their average should be taken. Selection 

progress is the mean selection difference multiplying by the heritability. So the genetic progress is expected to 

be manifested in the decrease of feed conversion from 3,1 kg to 3,04 kg in the offspring generation of the 

selected parents. 

4.4. 4th exercise 

How much is the annual selection progress, if the average milk yield of our cow population is 6500 kg and the 

selected population for breeding produces 400 kg more milk than the average? 

Annual selection progress is given as SD is multiplied by h2 and thendivided by GI (5 years in cattle). The result 

must be divided by 2, because the SD is known for only one parent (the other is considered as average). 

So the annual genetic progress is only 12 kg of milk. This is 0,3%. Considering the SD with 400 kg, this seems 

to be very small, especially if we take it into account that environment can cause much bigger changes than that. 

It reveals clearly that getting progress in milk yield by selecting only the female population is very slow. 
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Chapter 13. Long-term consequences 
of artificial selection 

Árpád Bokor 

Artificial selection is analogous to natural selection in that both types of selection cause an increase in the 

frequency of alleles that improve the selected trait (or traits). For example, artificial selection is most effective in 

changing the frequency of alleles that are in an intermediate range of frequency (0.2 < p < 0.8). Selection is less 

effective for alleles with frequencies outside this range and is least effective for rare recessive alleles. For 

quantitative traits, including fitness, the total selection is shared among all the genes that influence the trait, and 

the selection coefficient affecting each allele is determined by: 

• the magnitude of the effect of the allele, 

• the frequency of the allele, 

• the total number of genes affecting the trait, 

• the narrow-sense heritability of the trait, and 

• the proportion of the population that is selected for breeding. 

The value of heritability is determined both by the magnitude of effects and by the frequency of alleles. If all 

favourable alleles were fixed (p = 1) or lost (p = 0), then the heritability of the trait would be 0. Therefore, the 

heritability of a quantitative trait is expected to decrease over many generations of artificial selection as a result 

of favourable alleles becoming nearly fixed. For example, ten generations of selection for less fat in a population 

of Duroc pigs decreased the heritability of fatness from 73 to 30 percent because of changes in allele frequency 

that resulted from the selection. Population improvement by means of artificial selection cannot continue 

indefinitely. A population may respond to selection until its mean is many standard deviations different from the 

mean of the original population, but eventually the population reaches a selection limit at which successive 

generations show no further improvement. 

Progress may stop because all alleles affecting the trait are either fixed or lost, and so the narrow-sense 

heritability of the trait becomes 0. However, it is more common for a selection limit to be reached because 

natural selection counteracts artificial selection. Many genes that respond to artificial selection as a result of 

their favorable effect on a selected trait also have indirect harmful effects on fitness. For example, selection for 

increased size of eggs in poultry results in a decrease in the number of eggs, and selection for extreme body size 

(large or small) in most animals results in a decrease in fertility. When one trait (for example, number of eggs) 

changes in the course of selection for a different trait (for example, size of eggs), then the unselected trait is said 

to have undergone a correlated response to selection. Correlated response of fitness is typical in long-term 

artificial selection. Each increment of progress in the selected trait is partially offset by a decrease in fitness 

because of correlated response; eventually, artificial selection for the trait of interest is exactly balanced by 

natural selection against the trait. Thus a selection limit is reached, and no further progress is possible without 

changing the strategy of selection. 

Selection response in the short term can be predicted adequately by using regression. In the long-term, however, 

selection response depends critically on the genetic make-up of the population and on the properties of 

mutations. Given our limited knowledge, it is possible to accurately predict long-term response to selection. 

Selection causes a directional change of the allele frequency and leads to fixation of favourable alleles. Drift 

originates from random sampling of alleles both within and between individuals, and causes a random change of 

allele frequency. Drift causes inbreeding on population level, and reduces genetic variance within populations. 

The effective population size and increase in inbreeding 

The effective size of the population is important in relation to accumulation of inbreeding in a population. In 

populations with few animals all the animals will be closely related to each other within a few generations. 

Inbreeding occurs when the parents of an individual are related. Inbreeding leads to several negative effects, 

which are directly proportional to the coefficient of inbreeding. Related individuals have common ancestors in 
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the pedigree. Common ancestors can be parents, grandparents etc. These common ancestors are not necessarily 

from the same generation in relation to the individuals in question (overlapping generations). 

According to the formula the increase in inbreeding is inversely proportional to the effective size of the 

population: 

∆F = 1/(2*Ne) 

In a population where Ne = 20 the increase in inbreeding is 2.5% per generation. The FAO recommends a rate 

of inbreeding of approximately 1% per generation. 

The coefficient of inbreeding in the offspring equals half of the coefficient of relationship between the two 

parents. The same is true for half sibs, and an individual and its grandparent. Full and half sibs can be bred in 

large numbers within domestic animals. New methods for the cloning of oocytes make it possible to produce 

several identical twins. 
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Chapter 14. Marker assisted and 
genome selection 

Árpád Bokor 

1. Marker assisted selection (MAS) 

Over the last two decades most livestock industries have successfully developed EBV’s to allow identification 

of the best breeding animals. EBV’s are best calculated using BLUP, meaning that they are based on pedigree 

and performance information of several traits from the individual animal and its relatives. BLUP EBV’s are the 

most accurate criteria to identify genetically superior animals based on phenotypic performance recording. 

Although the idea of genetic selection is to improve the genes in our breeding animals, we actually never really 

observe those genes. Selection is based on the final effect of all genes working together, resulting in the 

performance traits that we observe on production animals. This strategy makes sense, since we select based on 

what we actually want to improve. However, animal performance is not only affected by genes, but also by 

other factors that we do not control. Selection for the best genes based on animal performance alone, can never 

reach perfect 100% accuracy. A large progeny test comes close such a figure of perfect selection, but this is 

expensive for some traits (e.g. for traits related to meat quality), and we have to wait several years before the 

benefits from a progeny test have an effect. Efficient breeding programs are characterised by selecting animals 

at a young age, leading to a short generation intervals and faster genetic improvement per year. For selecting at 

younger ages, knowledge about the existence of potentially very good genes could be very helpful. 

Quantitative genetics uses phenotypic information to help identify animals with good genes. Extension to use 

information from molecular genetics techniques aim to locate and exploit gene loci which have a major effect on 

quantitative traits (hence QTL -Quantitative Trait Loci). 

The idea behind marker assisted selection is that there may be genes with significant effects that may be targeted 

specifically in selection. Most traits of economic importance are quantitative traits that most likely are 

controlled by a fairly large number of genes. However, some of these genes might have a larger effect. Such 

genes can be called major genes located at QTL. 

In practice, we rarely know the genotype at actual QTL, as the exact gene location (mutation) is often unknown. 

Currently there are few examples where QTL effects can be directly determined, but knowledge in this area is 

rapidly developing. Most QTL known today can only be targeted by genetic markers. Genetic markers are 

“landmarks’ at the genome that can be chosen for their proximity to QTL. We cannot actually observe 

inheritance at the QTL itself, but we observe inheritance at the marker, which is close to the QTL. When making 

selection decisions based on marker genotypes, it is important to know what information can be inferred from 

the marker genotypes. 
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